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MADE IN BRITAIN
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First of all, thank you for purchasing a PAR+LED lighting system! By
buying this LED grow light you’re

not only supporting UK manufacturing but also a small company
passionate about growing and the UK

community we serve.

We're one of only a select few LED lighting brands who have received
the 'Made In Britain' mark - an

independent accreditation of provenance that can only be achieved by
passing rigorous criteria.

Because the PAR+LED brand has been built from the ground up, we
understand more than most how

important it is to have a quality, long-lasting and high performing
product that meets expectations.

If for whatever reason you’re unhappy with this light, please don’t
hesitate to contact us so we can try

and put it right.
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SPECIFICATIONS
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Wattage
Input Voltage
Input Current

Dimming
PPF Output
Efficiency

White Diodes
Red Diodes

Driver
Size

CERTS

0w-320w
100-240V

YES
992 
3.1

SAMSUNG
LM351 V2

SAMSUNG
LM301H

2.9

YES

0w-320w
100-240V

1.33A

Inventronics / Telos
Mesh

Inventronics / Telos
Mesh

320 LE 320 SE

1.33A

928

SAMSUNG
LM301H

SAMSUNG
LM351 V2

1000mm x 520mm
40mm

1000mm x 520mm
40mm

UKCA UKCA



SAFETY GUIDE
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For indoor use only.1.

   2. Warning! Fixture will get hot during operation.

   3. DO NOT touch the LEDs.

   4. Handle the light by the framework.

   5. DO NOT handle the light fixture when plugged into power source.

   6. DO NOT submerge in liquid.

   7. DO NOT look directly at light when turned on. 

   8. Always use eye protection.



1.Lay your PAR+ Ultra face-
down on a soft, clean and
level surface.

2. Connect the wires from
each LED strip to the long
cable provided. Simply push
the connectors together and
tighten with the integrated
locking nut.

3. Connect the DC cable from
the light to the Mesh Driver.

4. Connect Power Cable (UK
plug) to Mesh Driver by
pushing connectors together.

ASSEMBLY GUIDE
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It is possible to adjust the position of each strip along the framework
using the thumbscrews and sliders. When doing this, your PAR+ Ultra
should ALWAYS be disconnected from any power source and placed

upside down on a flat surface.

To adjust position, simply turn all four thumbscrews on each strip
anticlockwise for a few turns, until the strip is able to slide freely. Be
careful not to over-loosen as the thumbscrews will disconnect from

the strip.

LIGHT ENGINE ADJUSTMENT
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HANGING
Handle using the framework only and carefully connect each eyelet to
a hanging ratchet. You will be able to adjust the balance of the light by
slightly unscrewing the eyelet and sliding it along the frame - using the

same principle as strip position adjustment. Be careful not to over-
loosen and always fully re-tighten after each adjustment.



 CONNECTING TO THE 
MESH APP
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In collaboration with TELOS, we’re proud to be the first third party LED
grow light manufacture to incorporate the revolutionary MESH driver

system. This new technology allows you to monitor, control and link up
to 1000 grow lights securely and reliably from your smart phone. From
selecting specific PPF, to custom schedules and more, you’ve got it all

at your fingertips with this fantastic innovation!

The installation process really is very simple. Once you've downloaded
the app via Google Play or Apple App Store, it's just a case of following

a few easy steps...

CONNECTING MULTIPLE  FIXTURES
It is possible to connect multiple fixtures to a single plug (up to a
maximum of 4) with our H connector accessory (sold separately).

If you’ve purchased a H connector and would like to connect multiple
PAR+ Ultras to a single socket, please ensure all lights are unplugged

from your power source before connecting.
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1. Open the app and select
'Create network'.
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2. On the Mesh driver, cycle
through to Bluetooth mode by

pressing the touch sensor
repeatedly until the LED turns
blue. After a few seconds, the

blue light will change from a solid
light to a flashing one as it enters

pairing mode.

3. On the app, select 'Scan
for lights'. This will then
detect and display the

fixture.

4. Select the fixture and
you're good to go!
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DIMMING

Once your PAR+ Ultra is connected to
the Mesh app, you'll be able to adjust
the brightness from your smartphone

in two ways - using the slider or by
inputting the desired PPF in the box.
Each intensity adjustment will display

the PPF, wattage, efficacy and power %
as it changes, meaning that you'll get

accurate and reliable information which
can then be used as a reference -

informing current and future grows.

DIMING WITHOUT THE APP
If you're unable to, or don't want to use the app, you can quickly and easily
dim each fixture manually in 25% power increments, simply by pressing the

touch button on the driver. Each power setting has an associated colour
that will be visible on the touch sensor as you cycle through.



The information provided below is intended as a guide only. There are
a number of environmental considerations that must be followed in

order to achieve effective plant growth: such as temperature, humidity
and air flow. Your plants are the best measuring tool the grower has,
and plants can suffer from too much light being thrown at them too
soon. We always advise that first time LED growers err on the side of

caution and slowly build up light intensity in-line with positive
responses from the plant.

The figures below represent full power light intensity as measured by
micromoles per m² per second (PPFD)

Ultra 320 LE  1.2m x 60cm at 11"

PAR MAPS
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Ultra 320 SE  1.2m x 60cm at 11"



PAR MAPS
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Ultra 640 SE  1.2m x 1.2m at 15"

Ultra 640 LE  1.2m x 1.2m at 15"



5 YEAR WARRANTY
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We're so confident in the construction and component quality of our
PAR+LED lights that we're backing it with a 5 year warranty and lifetime

service guarantee.

This means that for the first 5 years of your PAR+LED's life, you'll be
completely covered against all fixture failures. We'll cover postage,

parts and labour and aim to return your light quickly with minimum
down-time incurred on your part.

Please note: this warranty does not cover damage incurred from
improper use or mishandling of your light.

Should you damage your light and need a repair - or should your light
fail once the 5 year warranty has expired - we'll be happy to take a look

at it; you'll only be charged for parts and postage.
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PAR+LED is a part of DIYLEDUK Ltd.

Company number: 11931451

Unit 10
Ireland Close

Staveley
Chesterfield
Derbyshire

S43 3PE

01246 472236

07856513552

info@parplusled.com

admin@diyleduk.com
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